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ABSTRACT
Configurable computing has become a subject of a great
deal of research given its potential to greatly accelerate a
wide variety of applications that require high throughput.
In this context, the dataflow approach is still promising to
accelerate the kernel of applications in the field of HPC.
That tanks to a computational dataflow engine able to exe-
cute dataflow program graphs directly in a custom hardware.
On the other hand, evaluating radically different models of
computation remains yet an open issue. In this paper we
present as case study the matrix multiplication that con-
stitutes the fundamental kernel of the linear algebra. The
evaluation takes into account the execution of the matrix
product both in non-pipelined and pipelined modes. Re-
sults obtained running the execution of the two modes on an
FPGA-based demonstrator show the validity of the config-
urable Dataflow-Machine. Moreover, at the same through-
put, the power consumption is expected to be lower than in
clock-based systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.0 [System Specification Methodology]: Other Archi-
tecture Styles—Data-flow architectures; D.1 [Programming
Techniques]: Functional Programming

General Terms
Design, Languages, Algorithms

Keywords
Functional languages, data-flow program graphs, many-cores,
matrix multiplication

1. INTRODUCTION
Terms like configurable or reconfigurable computing are

not new, and in the past they had a more general meaning
than now [5]. In contrast, nowadays, FPGA-based config-
urable computing has become a subject of a great deal of
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research given its potential to greatly accelerate a wide va-
riety of applications that require high throughput. Its key
feature is the ability to perform computations in hardware to
increase performance, while retaining much of the flexibility
of a software solution. However, at the best of our knowl-
edge, this flexibility still presents a high context switch time
[12] when two different task processes (threads) cannot si-
multaneously coexist on the same FPGA. To overcome this
drawback, some Authors [21] have recently proposed a more
general configurable solution that presents the same flexi-
bility of FPGAs but with a context switch time comparable
with that CPUs.

After all, in the domain of supercomputing, the current
era is referred to as the petascale era, while the next big
HPC challenge is to break the exascale barrier. But, due
to technological limitations [18] there is growing agreement
that reaching this goal will require a substantial shift toward
hardware/software codesign [4][15].

In order to achieve maximum performance, the driving
idea is to accelerate the kernel of the application into a com-
putational dataflow engine able to execute its dataflow pro-
gram graph (DPG) directly in a custom hardware. In this
way, the resulting graph execution can not only take advan-
tage from the explosion of the fine-grain spatial parallelism
that dataflow presents but can also exploit the temporal
parallelism (pipeline) offered by the sequence of actors con-
stituting the graph. Ideally, in the static dataflow form, data
can enter and exit each stage of the pipeline at every cycle.

Someone can argue that being a dataflow execution com-
pletely asynchronous, this could slow down the run of a
pipelined DPG. However this is not a problem for big data
computations, since the speed of computation depends on
pin throughput and local memory size/bandwidth inside the
computational chip [21]. More, it should be considered that,
in the many-core scenario, till now none employs single cores
as chain of a pipelined computation.

Therefore, these system may seem to perform poorly when
compared to systems with a high clock frequeny. However, if
the comparison is based on data throughput, these systems
perform richly [13] and consume less power, given their abil-
ity to perform asynchronous computations and use less space
compared to systems driven by a fast clock. Of course, ma-
chines based on the dataflow approach perform poorly on
relatively simple benchmarks, which are typically not rich
in the amount and variety of data structures, but they per-
form fairly well on relatively sophisticated benchmarks, rich
in the amount and variety of data structures.

But, evaluating radically different models of computation
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Figure 1: D3AS system: (1) the computing
Dataflow-Machine and (2) the kernel processor

such as dataflow remains yet to be addressed, especially in
the context of total cost of ownership [6]. To contribute in
this evaluation effort, we show in this work how a computing
Dataflow-Machine behaves when it executes the kernel of an
application like matrix multiplication and when its execution
requires a further acceleration due to the huge amount of
input data.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 summarizes the main characteristics of a Configurable
Dataflow-Machine to facilitate the paper reading; Section 3
defines the evaluation model for the case study and shows
the resulting performance over the configurable Dataflow-
Machine; Section 4 discusses related work in the area of the
dataflow architectures; Section 5 for our conclusions.

2. THE CONFIGURABLE DATAFLOW MA-
CHINE AND ITS PROGRAMMING LAN-
GUAGE

2.1 The configurable dataflow machine
A configurable Dataflow-Machine [21], whose general ar-

chitecture is shown in Fig. 1.1, has been developed within an
integrated software-hardware project named Demand Data
Driven Architecture System (D3AS) [23]. While D3AS sup-
plies all software activities to compile, partition, map, and
create the ordered list of DPGs to assign to each process-
ing, and etc. by means of a host, the configurable Dataflow-
Machine (CDM) is constituted by k processing nodes and an
internode interconnection for the communication of DPGs
allocated over more nodes .

The processing node. It is constituted by a Kernel Pro-
cessor (Fig. 1.2) that supports the macro-functions to load
a DPG onto the associate Many-DAC Dataflow Execution-
engine (MDE) (Fig. 2.1). Differently from a von Neumann-
based many-core chip, the MDE is a many-core chip where
the n DACs (Dataflow Actor Cores) are a set of completely
decentralized and self-scheduling execution units connected
through a crossbar switch network that implements arcs and
links. The graph configurator register holds the DAC func-
tion codes and the crossbar-switch code that constitute the
DPG configuration loaded onto the MDE. Three I/O reg-
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ister banks are needed to receive/send data tokens from/to
the Kernel Processor. So, once configured, DACs can fire as
soon as valid data tokens start entering the MDE thanks to
their asynchronous behavior. Tokens validity determines if a
data value is valid or not valid to fire a D# operator instead
of using the token presence to perform its functions as it
happens in dataflow schemas [3]. A DAC (Fig. 2.2) consists
of a firing rule unit that implements the hHLDS firing rules
(see Sect. 2.2.1) by means of a simple hardware circuitry,
and an augmented ALU that implements the D# operator
set(see Sect. 2.2.1). In this way, dataflow actor operations
are sequenced by the data validity firing rule.
In cooperation with the MDE, the Kernel Processor includes
three fundamental blocks whose functionalities are:

- Graph Configuration Manager (GCM): (i) all the sub-
DPG configuration tables, coming from the compiling
phase (on the host), are stored in the Graph Configura-
tion Table memory; (ii) when an enabling Send-Next-
Configuration (SNC) signal from the Graph Scheduler
(GSC) reaches the graph manager, the graph manager
transfers the scheduled graph configuration from its
memory to the MDE.

Parallel Memory Processor (PMP): at the same time,
the scheduler sends the enabling Send-Initial-Data (SID)
signal to this memory processor that (i) prepares the
initial data tokens for their transfer to the dataflow
execution engine; after having organized the previous
transfer, (ii) prepares the result data tokens for to-
kens transfer from the dataflow execution engine to
the output buffer, as soon as they are ready in the
output buffer registers; when the computation ends, it
(iii) sends a termination signal to the scheduler.

-- Graph SCheduler (GSC): (i) it implements the schedul-
ing policy (defined after the partitioning and mapping
activities) for the sub-DPGs allocated on the process-
ing node; (ii) it sends enabling signals to the graph
configuration manager and to the parallel memory pro-
cessor; it (iii) manages the interaction with the host.

The Internode Interconnect. At the moment, we are
evaluating three possible solutions – a crossbar switch, a di-
rect network topology, and a trade-off solution between the
first two. The reason is that each of them conditions several
parameters like scheduling policy, scalability, cost, perfor-
mance, and so on [21], when the DPG dimension requires to
be sub-DPGs over several processing nodes.



2.2 hHLDS and the programming language

2.2.1 The hHLDS model
High-Level Dataflow System (HLDS) [22] is a formal model

to describe the behavior of a directed dataflow graph where
nodes are operators (actors) or links (places to hold tokens)
that can have heterogeneous I/O conditions. Nodes are con-
nected by arcs along which tokens (data and control) may
travel. In this paper, also the homogeneous HLDS (hHLDS)
model was presented. hHLDS describes the behavior of a
static dataflow graph imposing homogeneous I/O conditions
on actors but not on links. Actors can only have exactly one
output and two input arcs and consume and produce only
data tokens; links represent only connections between arcs.
Since hHLDS’ actors cannot produce control tokens, merge,
switch, and logic-gate actors [3] are not present. In this
model, while actors are determinate, links may be not de-
terminate. In the hHLDS model there exist two types of
links: i) Joint links, which represent a place where two or
more output arcs can coexist and ii) Replica links, which
are similar to joint links but have only one output arcs. In
the case of Joint links the output arc (among the several
available) – where the token will travel – is unpredictable.
In contrast, these features simplify the design of a dataflow
execution engine chip using only identical DACs and one
type of connection among them. In addition, despite the
model simplicity, in hHLDS it has been proved that it is
always possible to obtain DPGs which are determinate and
well-behaved, and where:

• actors fire when their two input tokens are valid, i.e.
able to fire an actor, no matter if their previous output
token has not been consumed. In this case, the new
token shall replace the previous one. In a system that
only allows the flow of data tokens, this property is
essential to construct determinate cycles (loops);

• to execute a program correctly, only one way token
flow is present as no feedback interpretation is needed;

• no synchronization mechanism needs to control the to-
ken flow, thus the model is completely asynchronous.

In hHLDS actors and links are connected to form a more
complex DFG. However, the resulting DFG may be non-
determinate if cycles occur because no closure property can
be guaranteed [14]. This happens for sure when the graph in-
cludes joint links, which are not-determinate. In the case the
DPG is determinate and well-behaved, it is named macro-
Actor (mA), and it is characterized by having I(mA)> 2
and O(mA)≥ 1 where I(mA) is the number of input arcs
(in-set) of the mA and O(mA) is the number of its output
arcs (out-set).

2.2.2 The D# machine language
At the present, the machine offers programming in both

Chiara functional language [20] and the machine language
called D#. D# is both the machine language and the graph-
ical representation language that describes the dataflow graph
of a program. In the D# language a program is a collection
of standard expressions that form a DPG where each ex-
pression refers an actor and specifies its functionality. A
D# particularity is that its operators form the functionally
complete set of the elemental operators for Chiara, allowing
thus a DPG be also represented graphically. It has been
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defined applying the demand-data-driven approach to co-
design methodology [24] between the functional paradigm
and the hHLDS paradigm.
When a DPG, i.e. the abstract entity in hHLDS, is em-
bodied in the machine hardware, it happens that: (1) each
DPG actor (abstract entity) is turned into one DAC, i.e. the
physical entity, whilst the actor firing rules become the DAC
activation rules; (2) each arc/link (abstract entities) that
connects two/more-than-two DPG actors is turned into a
wire/wire-junction inside the interconnection network (phys-
ical entity) that connects two/more-than-two DACs; (3) each
token and its validity (abstract entity) are turned into a data
value and its validity1 signal (physical entity) so that the
self-scheduling of a DACs can happen.

As macro-Actors (mAs) structures in D# are formed like
in hHLDS, here we shortly report the fundamental charac-
teristics of those that allow the creation of more complex
structures (i.e. TEST, COND, and IT R mAs).

The macro-Actor TEST. It is the simplest relational
structure of data-dependent DPG. TEST is a mA with in-
set = 3 and out-set =1 and is formed connecting the re-
lational actor R to the actor that performs the arithmetic
operator + as shown in Fig 3(a). If a and b satisfy the
relation R, the token generated is a valid token with data-
value 0 (zero), and the token c is produced. If its relation
is not satisfied, the token generated is not valid with data-
value ”don’t-care”. When coupled to its complement TEST,
it forms a fundamental building-block to create conditional
and iterative mAs.

The macro-Actor COND. It is the simplest conditional
structure. COND is is a mA with in-set = 4 and out-set
=1 and is formed connecting the two mAs TEST and TEST
with a Joint link as shown in Fig. 3(b). If the relation of
TEST is satisfied, it produces the token c, otherwise it pro-
duces the token d. It forms the building-block to create more
complex conditional structures as an example the construct
case.

The macro-Actor IT R. It is the iterative data-depend
structure. IT R is a mA with in-set = 2 and out-set =1
and is formed connecting the two mAs TEST and TEST,
an arithmetic actor or a macro-Actor mA1, and the actor

1Validity is the intrinsic characterization of a token, and
operations start or o not on this information. In contrast to
Dennis’ token presence [3], where operations are triggered by
the presence of tokens, with the validity information we not
only remove the check of token absence on any output arc
to fire an actor but remove also the Instruction Scheduler.
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LST as shown in Fig. 3(c). The LST semantics is: it selects
the right token the first time it is fired, the left token other-
wise. It constitutes the building- block to create more com-
plex data-dependent iterative structures. As an example, if
mA1 (at the center of Fig. 3(c)) is itself an IT R macro-
Actor, the figure represents a determinate and well-behaved
nested-data-dependent iterative structure.

3. CASE STUDY: THE MATRIX MULTIPLI-
CATION

To test some computational capabilities of the configurable
Dataflow-Machine we have used the product of two matri-
ces C(N,P ) = A(N,M) × B(M,P ) where ai,j with i =
1, 2, . . . , N and j = 1, 2, . . . ,M is an element of A, and bj,k
with j = 1, 2, . . . ,M and k = 1, 2, . . . , P is an element of B.
The evaluation model. Fig. 4.a shows the generalized
DPG for the matrix product expressed in terms of dot prod-
uct (ai·bi) of the N row vectors of matrix A

ai = {ai1, ai2, . . . , aiM} i = 1, 2, . . . , N

and P column vector of matrix B

bi = {b1i, b2i, . . . , bMi} i = 1, 2, . . . , P

As we can observe, it constitutes a reverse tree organized
in Ls = ⌈log2M⌉ + 1 sequential levels. It consists of 2M −
1M actors with M of them implementing the multiplication
function and M−1 of them implementing the addition func-
tion. LI, RI, and O represent the left input token set, the
right input token set, and the output token set respectively,
as they are defined in the language D#.
Fig. 4.b shows how a generalized processing node2 is or-
ganized in terms of the MDE engine and kernel proces-
sor. Inside the MDE engine, all these DACs are allocated
on a number of levels like in the DPG and execute the
dot product computation in a number of sequential stages
Ln = L+ 1 = ⌈log2M⌉+ 1.
At each stage, the maximum spatial parallelism is exploited,

2In this context, without losing of generality, we use the
term node processing instead of generalized processing node
to indicate the set of processing nodes necessary to represent
the whole DPG.

Table 1: DPE engine characteristic table
Level DAC Operation Parallelism

number type time degree (spatial)
1 M mpy τm M
2 M/2 add τa M/2
... ... ... ... ...
Ln 1 add τa 1

Total computing time Tc = τm + ⌈log2M⌉ ∗ τa
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and the total computational time is Tc = τm + ⌈log2M⌉ ∗ τa
where τm is the multiplication delay and τa is the addition
delay. As these delays depend on the utilized technology, we
assume that τm = 2τa and that 1ns ≤ τa ≤ 5ns, including
the token transfer from the kernel processor.
Its characteristics are synthetically shown in Table 1. Fig-
ure 5 shows the total computation time Tc of the DPE versus
vector dimension values up to 500 for three different values
of τa.
It is important to outline that, with reference to the DPG,
it is possible to consider this operation decomposed into a
linearly organized set of tasks or phases. Besides, in a MDE,
the pipelining technique may be used to overlap the com-
putation of independent sets of operands because it con-
sists of a number of stages equal to the number of levels
of the calculation tree Ln = L + 1. A first stage π exe-
cutes the parallel multiplication of the components of the
two M-dimensioned vectors; L stages execute the parallel
additions σi with i = 1, 2, . . . , L to compute the sum of
the M products. The interstage latches needed for the cor-
rect operations of pipeline are inside the Initial Data Value
memory of kernel processor. This is a purely asynchronous
pipelined system,where the times at which significant events
take place, including the flow of tokens between stages, are
not under the control of a central clock but are regulated in
a completely decentralized manner by the DACs belonging
to the different stages.
For each stage i, we define a ”stage delay” τi as the time re-
quired to perform it. The ”pipeline period” τp, the minimum
time interval between two successive stages of the pipeline, is
determined as τp = Max(τi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ Ln. The ”pipeline
frequency” ϕ = 1/τp, the inverse of the pipeline period, is
the frequency at which the pipeline operates. The charac-
teristics of pipelined MDE are summarized in Table 2.



Table 2: Pipelined MDE engine characteristics.
Number of stages Ln : ⌈log2M⌉+ 1
Interstage latches : inside the DAC

Stage delay τi : time required for the ith stage
to carry out its task

Pipelining period τp : the minimum time interval
between two successive
stages of the pipeline
τp = Max(τi)1 ≤ i ≤ n

Pipelining frequency ϕ: 1/τp
Type of parallelism : spatial and temporal
Parallelism degree : 2M − 1

To evaluate the performance enhancement due to the pipelin-
ing, a number of performance characteristics should be con-
sidered as the throughput, the speedup, the throughput rate,
and latency and efficiency. Among these the throughput TP
and the speedup S are the most important and meaningful
for our purpose. For the MDE operating in non-pipelined
mode, the number of stages completely processed by the
system per unit time is

TP =
1

τm + ⌈log2 M⌉ ∗ τa

In the pipelined mode (Table 2) the MDE operates as an
Ln-stage pipeline system where the tasks are delivered to
the pipeline at the same time interval τp. The system will
require a time Ln × τp to fill the pipeline and process the
first task; thereafter, it will process one task after every time
interval τp. Therefore, the pipeline system processes K tasks
(stages) in a time

Tcp(K,Ln) = (⌈log2M⌉+K) ∗ τp

Hence the throughput TPp of the system in pipeline mode
is

TPp =
K

(⌈log2M⌉+K) ∗ τp
The speedup S of the pipelined Ln-stage computing K tasks
respect to the non-pipelined computation is

S =
K ∗ (τm + ⌈log2M⌉) ∗ τp

(⌈log2M⌉+K) ∗ τp

Performance evaluation. To evaluate the behavior of
the configurable Dataflow-Machine, we have used CODACS
demonstrator [19], an FPGA-based prototype based on 5 Al-
tera APEX20K15-3C components. The main performance
characteristics of the MDE for the pipelined and non-pipelined
mode operating modalities are reported in Table 3. Fig-
ure 6 shows Performance, in Gigaflops, of the MDE versus
vector size M for τa = 1 ns.
At this point, parameterized to the problem size M, the
MDE has been completely characterized and defined from
both an architectural and performance point of view. This
is very important because it constitutes the hard part of the
dataflow process for the dot products of two vectors of size
M. In this case all the K entries of the product matrix C
are the dot product of row and column vectors of the two
matrices A and B, so the dot products to execute are of this
type.

Table 3: Characteristics of a pipelined vs non-
pipelined MDE.

Operating Modalities
Non Pipelined Pipelined

Throughput
1

τm + ⌈log2 M⌉ ∗ τa
K

(⌈log2 M⌉+K) ∗ τp

Speedup ——
K ∗ (τm + ⌈log2 M⌉τa)
(⌈log2 M⌉+K) ∗ τp

Performance
2M − 1

τm + ⌈log2 M⌉τa
2M − 1

τp
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Figure 6: MDE performance in pipelined (Pp) and
non pipelined (P) modes versus vector size M (τa = 1
ns)

4. RELATED WORK
A recent project that investigated how to exploit dataflow

concepts in many-cores was TERAFLUX [8], that intro-
duced dynamic dataflow based threads called DF-threads
[9]. Its challenging goal was to develop a dataflow based ex-
ecution model on standard off-the-shelf cores [10][11]. Ad-
ditional analysis lead to exploration of execution over faulty
components [25] and applicability to the Haskell and Trans-
actional Memory [7]. A step toward the fine granularity of
the dataflow is the dataflow codelet or simply codelet [26]. A
codelet is a collection of machine instructions smaller than a
thread but coarser than the traditional dataflow and repre-
sents the finest granularity of parallelism that can be sched-
uled as a unit of computation. Its operational semantics
asserts that a codelet is first enabled, when all its events
are satisfied, and then fired (scheduled), when a process-
ing element becomes available. Less recently, new reconfig-
urable architectures very similar to the dataflow approaches
have been proposed. TRIPS [1] is based on a hybrid von
Neumann/dataflow architecture that combines an instance
of coarse-grained, polymorphous grid processor core with
an adaptive on-chip memory system. TRIPS uses three
different execution modes, focusing on instruction-, data-
or thread-level parallelism. WaveScalar [17], on the other
hand, totally abandons the program counter. Both TRIPS
and WaveScalar take a hybrid static/dynamic approach to
scheduling instruction execution by carefully placing instruc-
tions in an array of processing elements and then allowing
execution to proceed dynamically. But, in the configurable
Dataflow-Machine during the execution of an algorithm it
is not necessary to fetch any instruction or data from mem-
ory thanks to its dataflow soft-core. Another lively interest



in dataflow comes from FPGAs-based computing. In this
field, there is a lot of research on the mapping and execu-
tion of dataflow graphs [2] [16], but no solution is addressed
to their execution in hardware without employing the con-
trol flow information. Besides, the reconfiguration time cost
when a DPG changes is beyond compared to our MDE.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This work outlines how a manycore dataflow execution

engine design in terms of architecture, machine language,
and dataflow model, is feasible to exploit all the fine grain
parallelism present in the algorithms whose execution re-
quires a huge amount of input data. In this contest, other
than the utilization of Dataflow Actor Cores, a fundamen-
tal role is played by the co-design approach between the
static dataflow model of execution hHLDS and the machine
language D#. Since the machine behavior is totally asyn-
chronous, its execution shows interesting performance be-
cause the computation results purged by unnecessary in-
structions present on power-hungry von Neumann-style soft-
cores. Power savings are expected by the adoption of this
asynchronous approach.
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